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TOUR OF THE BOOK

CHAPTER PREVIEWS  

AND HIGHLIGHTS

Each chapter begins with a brief preview of what 
the chapter is about, a set of six key highlight 
arguments, and a list of the contents.

TABLES AND FIGURES

The text is dotted with tables and figures that 
present key numbers or express some of the more 
complex ideas in visual form. Most are based on 
the latest data available from the websites of key 
national and international organizations. 

CONTEMPORARY DEBATES

Six of the chapters include a feature in which the pros 
and cons of a particular issue are listed, illustrating the 
mixed opinions that often surround matters of global 
studies.

COMPARING NORTH AND SOUTH

Each chapter contains a box that takes a focused topic 
and compares experiences and attitudes in countries of 
the North and the South.

GLOBAL AND LOCAL

Each chapter also contains a box that compares global 
and local approaches to a focused problem or topic, 
showing the links and contrasts between the two 
levels.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Each chapter ends with a set of six open-
ended and occasionally provocative questions 
designed to help students think critically about 
some of the issues raised in the chapter, and to 
suggest topics for further research.

KEY CONCEPTS

Each chapter ends with a list of the key terms 
introduced in the chapter, all of which are 
highlighted in boldface and accompanied by 
marginal definitions. They are all reproduced in  
the Glossary to the book.

USEFUL WEBSITES

Most chapters end with a short selection 
of websites, most of them for institutions 
that are discussed within the chapter.

FURTHER READING

Each chapter ends with a short and annotated list 
of books chosen to provide detailed and current 
information and to act as resources for research 
assignments. The emphasis is on survey texts 
that provide a good and recent introduction to 
the topic. 

MAPS

Maps of the world, or of particular states 
and regions, have been placed strategically 
throughout the book to offer a global view 
of topics within each chapter, comparing 
countries on a variety of topics. The Robinson 
projection has been chosen because of its 
relatively clear and balanced representation.


